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Abstract: The article discusses particular features of the architectural process in the XX century- forming of
a number of concepts that changed the five-century-long period of “artistic styles”, which, in its turn, was
preceded by a long period of handicraft architecture created along traditional schemes, without authors’
personal input. The process of liberalization of the European culture that started in XIV–XV centuries caused
a gradual increase in the personalized component in architecture. The result was overcoming the role of
tradition in the culture increased ego-centrism and historism in architecture. The first years of the XX century
was the time when avant-guard concepts came into being; they promoted the return to the “pre-artistic” rational
architecture. On this basis, a number of shape-forming concepts sprang up; their number increased even more
during the 1920-ies – 1930-ies and then during the 1950-ies- 1960-ies. The variety of these concepts is based
on two possible methods – a romantic one based on the notion that shape is primary and rational, which
considers the architectural shape is secondary in relation to objective factors- function, structure, material,
technology. The article presents a brief description of the concepts suprematism, “formalism”, functionalism,
brutalism, structuralism,  metabolism,  high-tech,   “universal   style”,   de-constructivism,  monumentalism,
post-modernism, as well as architectural concepts from various nations.
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INTRODUCTION MATERIALS AND METHODS

The XX century played a special part in the The task formulated in  the  introductory  part
development of architecture: the long period of “large requires a historical-culturological approach, which
styles” was changed by various, often contradicting implies dealing with the historical material so as to detect
shape-creating concepts [1]. Such cardinal change in the objective particular features of architectural concepts.
basic parameters and conditions of the architectural Such approach stands out among many modern works on
process was a reaction to the challenges of the epoch and the architecture of the XX century, that mainly focus on
the result of long evolutionary  processes  inside  the some objects only [4]. Exclusion is the works of the
multi-level system “society- personality-architecture- Russian research institute of the theory of architecture
productive forces” [2]. Transition from the stable and urban development [5].
conceptual architectural process to the dynamic one
needs to be analyzed as an integral cultural event, which The Main Part: The realization of the value of the
includes a large number of separate and inter-related individual approach to any artistic task took place in Italy
components as particular shape-creating concepts [3]. in the XIV century as the result of a decrease in
The article is devoted to the analysis of historical syncretism of mind caused by the process of gradual
prerequisites and a brief description of the phenomenon bourgeois liberalization of life and culture. A natural
of conceptualism in the European architecture in the XX equivalent of this revolutionary change of values was a
century. world  phenomenon  –  the epoch of Renaissance with its
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realization of the classical architectural legacy. A large The first truly innovative shape-creating concept not
time gap from the antique epoch made it possible to freely depending on historic concepts was suprematism that
invent the “new classic style” basing on the author’s was positioned by K. Malevich as a new architectural
interpretation of “newly invented” forms [6]. Thus was order. This concept indirectly influenced many trends in
created the base for conceptual author’s approach to the architecture in the XX century, mostly the Soviet
architecture. avant-guard- “formalism” and constructivism- the local

However, even the most prominent inventors of the variant of functionalism.
Renaissance time could not overcome the inertia of the The concept of “formalism” developed under the
“primary” transpersonal culture, because its roots were leadership of N. Ladovskij stated the priority of the
too deep in the social conscience of the epoch. The order architectural form before other factors. This, basically
system based on nearly-mathematical structurality artistic, concept preceded the realization of a relatively
contained that very “gene of universality” that made it free shape-forming that started in the second half of the
possible to integrate all the individual variations of the XX century.
classic architecture into the “large style” of the epoch. The  concept  of  functionalism  (purism)  was  the

A concealed contradiction between the early first concept that actually and widely influenced the
individualistic conceptuality and consistent inertia of the shape-creating process in the XX century Its advocate
handicraft tradition eventually brought about the division was Ch. Ed. Jeanneret (Le Corbusier), but the idea to
between two separate shape-creating flows- the return to the primary geometrically clean, “not decorated”
structural, almost non-personal classicism and the forms of the natural habitat was making its path since late
emotional baroque that made another step towards XIX century. The most important role was played by
conceptual architecture. Louis Sullivan, Leopold Bauer, Herman Muthesius and

Forming the conceptual approach to architecture was others. The idea of the maximal orderliness of the
further developed during the next epoch of historism objective world and perception conditioned the direction
(from 1830-ies to early XX century), when the set of Greek of the Dutch group “Style” [10].
and Roman forms was extended due to the avalanche of Active avant-guard research for the new language of
superficial knowledge of the history of the world architecture  took    place    in    the   atmosphere of
architecture. The particular feature of this epoch known as over-evaluating   the   social  capabilities  of  the
eclectic and stylish is the character of conceptual scientific-technical progress, which could not help but
directions: all of them had strictly stylish nature not influence the concept of functionalism, which became not
touching the basis of “technologies of shape-forming”. just another cultural initiative among so may that sprang
However, each trend was personalized and related to up during the first third of the XX century [11]. Due to its
particular architects. In  Russia,  for  example,  the relevance to the basic notions of architecture considered
Russian-Byzantine historic line is mainly related to the not an art but a primary non-style environment, it became
work of A. Ton, the “brick style” to I. Kittner and V. Šreter a basic concept of the entire century. The functionalism
and the variants of the “Russian style” to the terminated the long history of “large styles” and started
investigations of V. Gartman, I. Ropet, V. Vasnecov, A. the period of concepts reflecting the notions of the
Gornostajev, A. Gun, A. Pomerancev, N. Sultanov, V. quickly changing world. The concept of functionalism,
Šerwood [7]. which lost its polemic character began do dissipate among

The integral methodical and “technological” basis of new trends starting from the middle of the century and
the architectural “historism” makes it possible to changed into “neo-functionalism” one of the “working”
characterize the period of global relevance of this stylistic new methods of modern architects that makes it possible
artistic method as another period of “large style” for them to create more complex compositions than what
developed in the conditions of proto-conceptualism [8]. was created by the pioneers of the “modern movement”

A certain step towards conceptualism in the XX [12].
century was a short period of “modern”, when in many A unique phenomenon of the first half of the XX
countries the new style was conceived almost century were “state” architectural concepts in the
simultaneously. A short-lived success of the conceptual countries with dictatorship regimes (Italy, Germany,
style of “modern” can be explained by its coincidence USSR). They all were retrospective, but that was not
with the “requirement of the day” [9]. merely  another  example   when   the   classical   legacy  is
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addressed. Monumentalization and typisation of the Mies van der Rohe. The core of the concept was the idea
habitat served the long-term political purposes of forming of the universal  environment  not  depending  of  the
the “state” man-function and the corresponding society. ever-changing functionality.

During the second half of the XX century, the “state” The concept of de-constructivism was developed by
architectural concepts existed only in the USSR and the the American architect Peter Eisenman under the influence
countries of the “Soviet world” where an impossible task of the ideas from  the  French  philosopher  Jacque
was set to provide housing to all the citizens on condition Derrida, who stated that the notions of integrity, order
of social hiring. The concepts of neo-national architecture and harmony  have  no  relation  with  the  real  world.
in the USSR was also the “state” one. This concept promoted creation of shocking elitistic

In the     W estern    architecture,    starting    from compositions of high complexity. It was also used in the
mid-century, concepts emerged that developed or structures created by Frank Owen Gehry, Remment
declined the basics of functionalism. In the traditionalistic Koolhaas, Daniel Libeskind, Zaha Hadid. However,
UK, the concept of brutalism emerged, that returned the starting from early XXI century, even Zaha Hadid started
materiality into the  architecture, as well as constructive using more balanced deconstructivistic forms [16].
“honesty”,  aesthetics  of  the  mass  and  weight  [13]. The concept of monumentalism started forming
The leaders of this trend were British architects Peter and around the middle of the XX century as an alternative to
Alison Smithson and later Basil Spence and James Frazer the “bodiless” functionalism and as a return to the
Stirling. culture-creating value of monumentality and mass in the

The functionalist principle of seriality and architecture [11]. Advocates of monumentalism Mario
standardization was developed by the concept of Botta, Álvaro Siza Vieira, Aldo Rossi showed its
structuralism, whose author was the American architect capabilities in numerous buildings [17]. Architectural
Louis Israel Kahn [14]. But the core of that concept was monumentalism in the USSR in 1930ies-1980-ies had an
a notion that was contrary to functionalism; it stated that ideological and technological basis.  The  concept of
there are some transhistorical structures that were the post-modernism was developed in early 1970-es by the
basis of all the culture-forming processes. American architect Robert Venturi, as an expressed

Structuralism became the basis for the concept of alternative to functionalism [18]. Instead of the refined
metabolism, whose authors were a group of Japanese and abstract “play with volumes ”, which did not consider
architects under  the  leadership  of  Kiyonori  Kikutake. the wishes of customers and the context, Venturi used the
In relation to the urban structure, metabolism meant the “aesthetics of inclusion”, which allowed the decorations
cyclic sequence of development stages;  in  relation to in the author’s interpretation, where the middle-class
the architecture, this meant denial of completed forms and tastes and pop-culture aesthetics played a key role, where
the notion that they needn’t be connected to the human symbolic images replace the tectonic simplicity.
scale [15]. Besides the above-listed concepts, the architecture

Technicistic ideas of functionalism found their of the XX century actively used conceptual
extreme implementation in the concept of high-tech that substantiations of particular solutions that can be
formed on the basis of the first large buildings of young integrated in independent typological groups such as
architects Renzo Piano, Richard Rogers and Norman contextualism [19], neo-eclectism, neo-national
Foster. The high-tech was also influenced by the concept architecture,     symbolism     [20],     plasticism      [21],
of brutalism with its interest of open and exaggeratedly neo-functionalism, minimalism.
large structures, pipelines and equipment.  The  early
high-tech was a romantic phenomenon, when aesthetic CONCLUSIONS
means helped create the image of the future technical
world. Later on, the focus was on such forms and The variety of shape-creating approaches, which had
technologies that ensured a true ecological comfort and been impossible before, clearly shows that the XX
cost-efficiency of the created environment. century fulfilled its historical cultural mission- completed

An interesting “mirrored” representation of the lengthy process of transition from the epoch of global
functionalism was the concept of the “universal style”, “large styles” to the essentially democratic and liberal
whose author and developer was the architect Ludwig stage.  Unrestricted development of architectures is based
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on well-established aesthetic pluralism and the ever 7. Lisovskij, V.G., 2000. The “National Style” in Russian
expanding technological capabilities in the sphere of Architecture. Moscow, RU: Coincidence, pp: 416.
construction. 8. Frampton, K., 2011. Modern architecture: A critical

This causes the conclusions that are important for history. London,  UK:  Thames  and  Hudson  Ltd,
understanding the essence of the modern architecture: pp: 424.

The defining feature of the architecture in the XX Collected essays on architecture and design.
century is its conceptual variety; London, New York, US: Phaidon Press, pp: 352.
The XX century fulfilled its cultural mission-it 10. Ghirardo, D.Y., 1996. Architecture after modernism,
completed the process of transition from the epoch New York, US: Thames and Hudson, pp: 240.
of “large styles” to pluralism; 11. Zavarichin, S.P., 2010. Architecture of the  first  half
During the second half of the XX century, the entire of the xx century. Saint Petersburg, RU: Troickij
possible range of architectural styles have been Bridge, pp: 232.
formed and implemented. 12. Amelar, S., 2010. Higher learning. Architectural
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